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The unfolding COVID-19 has rapidly spread around the world which
has brought a great disaster for human beings. The pandemic has
already caused millions confirmed cases and thousands of deaths
and direct or indirect has hurt the global industries and economics.
W hile people are developing the advanced and innovative
technology to cope with today’s intelligent generation. The Industry
4.0 technology and AI technology has gradually become our daily
regular and the 5G seems just around the corner, there are yet a lot
of intensive science and technologies need us to explore more to
handle and prevent such catastrophe.
Take the information security as an example, the hackers are still
overflowing the online world, in spite of all the efforts have been
made for decades. There are limitations of humans’ knowledge
and ability, and there are a lot of unknown affairs awaiting us
to discover. If we cannot defy the providence, we can always
challenge our capability to endeavor more in developing of science
and technology.
AXILE has made some posters to remind our clients and employees
to stay healthy and safe during this critical time. Here I would
also like to share with BREAKTHROUGH readers to stay healthy
and safe. I anticipate that the global restrictions will be ease and
all businesses will be reopened soon, hopefully the economic can
steadily back to normality. Together, let us make an all-out effort to
fight with this pandemic.

Dr.Paul Chang
May 2020

The President of Buffalo Machinery,
A Smart Machining Technology and Industry 4.0 device provider
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AXILE G6 is honored for GRAND AWARD
in INDUSTRY DAYS - MACH-TECH 2019
in Hungary

Optimum Hungária Kft., one of Buffalo’s outstanding dealers in
Europe has presented AXILE G6 in the INDUSTRY DAYS - MACHTECH 2019 exhibition to show its capability of 5X simultaneous
machining, integration of advanced compensation technology and
smart monitoring technology.
As a local machine tool distributor in Hungary, Optimum provides
excellence products and services along with innovation technology
to the markets. AXILE G6 was developed by the Buffalo Machinery
with its flexibility of mechanical configuration and industry 4.0
technology. AXILE G6 was developed 3 different concepts based
on the same machine structure, G6 with bigger tool magazine for
more complex parts manufacturers, G6 Compact for the smaller
subcontractors with reduced space availability, G6 Automation

of APC and Robot for those who need longer production times.
Buffalo’s award-winning industry 4.0 technology, ART™ system is
also available for the AXILE G6 to meet the market demanding of
smart manufacturing.
AXILE G6 was introduced by the Optimum Hungária Kft. to enter
the Grand Prix Competition. The nominated product was judged by
noted professionals and it is grateful to announce that AXILE G6
has won the GRAND PRIX 2019 in the categories of best products
and most outstanding innovations that falls within one of the
product groups of INDUSTRY DAYS - MACH-TECH 2019 is sold in
Hungary.
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IoT Support and Smart Monitoring
System Services The solutions to mobility of working state
Given the unfolding COVID-19 situation around the world, and to help support you and your business keep operating normally during this time
Buffalo Machinery has created a summary of its solutions to help you maintain social distancing and work from home.

Remote Service
Buffalo Machinery has developed the Remote Service system
to solve the problems of production delay due to a long time
waiting for the arrival of service technician to resolve simply a
programming or parameter issue. With Buffalo’s Remote Service,
the service technician can communicate online with the CNC over
the secured connected ISDN to analyze the data and rectify the
problems simultaneously. In virtue of the rapid online service
and speedy data transformation and real-time communication
with service technicians or specialists, the service cost has been
reduced and the machine downtime has
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been minimized. As a result, you and your clients will be benefited
greatly by this efficient service and productivity enhancement.
Buffalo Machinery is in close cooperation with the CNC providers
such as HEIDENHAIN, SIEMENS, FANUC and FAGOR with their
secured interfaces of TeamViewer to make the remote service
system operation more efficient, safe and saving time and money.
Now you can always contact our specialists with the remote
connection in any circumstance.

Newsroom

The Intelligent Monitoring System – ART™
Buffalo Machinery has developed an innovative technology
to manage machines and factories which allows the constant
operation without any interruption. And with its flexibility and
mobility, the manager can always remotely monitor the machines
status with the mobile devices without any difficulty.

machines status via PC, pad or smartphone. Therefore, if users are in
quarantine situation or any other reasons to be at home, they still
can access machine information and manage the factory without
any delay. This is definitely the best solution for manufacturers at
current situation.

A XILE ART™ System is a supportive system to manage 24/7
automated operation without unexpected downtime. It ensures
the transparency of machine production status. When the machine
integrated with ART™ System, users can get clear machine
information such as machine status, components diagnosis,
lifetime estimation and power consumption, etc. Furthermore, if the
system is connected with users’ ERP or IT System, the automatic
re-stocking and service arrangement can be done in advance
without any hassle. With AXILE ART™ System, the managers who
can do the remote checking anytime and anywhere, of course even
at home. Take component diagnosis as an example, this function
can identify machine abnormal status and send signal notice prior
to machine damage, so the users can take any necessary action in
advance to avoid downtime. This ensures machines to always work
under good condition without a pause.

Since the COVID-19 is quickly changing many aspects of our homes,
communities, and the way we manage our business. Always Buffalo
Machinery has made its best efforts to provide the best services to
its clients. The most important is that Buffalo Machinery endeavors
to support your needs during this critical time.

The mobility of AXILE ART™ System which allows users to check
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3-dimensional
milling radius compensation
Not just two, but three-dimensional: Sinumerik 840D offers two types of 3D tool
compensation — for face milling on free-form surfaces and for circumferential
milling on structural components.
In two dimensions, it is implicitly clear that the (standard) tool is aligned vertically to the compensation plane and therefore the compensated
path is always vertical to the path tangent in the X-Y plane. In three dimensions, the tool orientation normally changes continuously and thus
the compensation direction must also change. It is now defined by a vector in space. We must distinguish between two situations. On the one
hand, the circumferential milling of structural components and on the other hand, the face milling of free-form surfaces.

Face milling with
variable tool orientation – CUT3DFD

Face milling with
vertical tool orientation – CUT3DFD

Direction vector /
rotary axis values
for tool in NC set
Standard tool
for CAM output

Surface normal
vector at point of
contact in NC set

Programmed
NC set in parts
program

Standard tool
for CAM output

Surface normal
vector at point of
contact in NC set

Programmed
NC set in parts
program

Since the tool is not always vertical to the plane to be machined as with two dimensions, a constant offset is no longer sufficient. The
compensation value and the compensation direction now depend upon the tool radius, the rounding radius and of course on the tool
orientation relative to the workpiece surface. This means that we require additional information about the surface. The compensation is
defined with CUT3DF/CUT3DFD and activated with G41/G42, whereby there is no difference between G41 and G42 in this case. Switch-on must
be performed in a linear set (G0/G1). With G40, switch-off can be performed in a linear set or in a separate NC set.
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Application

Circumferential milling with CUT3DC/CUT3DCD
The 3D tool compensation of a differential tool for circumferential milling
is defined with the command CUT3DCD and activated with G41/G42 (left/
right). It should be applied when the programmed contour refers to the
center point path of a differential tool and the machining is to take place
with a tool that deviates from this. In circumferential milling, the direction
of compensation is always vertical to the plane on which the mill is moving.
This is always defined by the current path tangent and the tool vector and
normally changes in each interpolation increment.
In CAD/CAM, the milling paths can be calculated using a standard tool, and
the difference calculated through wear input in the CNC.

Overview of tool types for 3D compensation
T h e follow ing tool t ype s are per mit ted in conjun ction with 3D
compensation:
For circumferential milling (also with limiting surfaces), the 3D radius
compensation is limited to cylindrical tool types (top row).
For face milling, the 3D radius compensation works on all types of tool used
for machining free-form surfaces, meaning also the conical types of the
bottom row.

Explanation of the commands
3D circumferential milling
CUT3DC

3D tool offset for circumferential milling (only with active 5-axis transformation)

CUT3DCD

3D tool offset for circumferential milling with a differential tool (only with active 5-axis transformation)

Face milling
CUT3DF

3D tool offset for face milling with or without orientation changes

CUT3DFD

3D tool offset for face milling with a differential tool with or without orientation changes

3D circumferential milling with limiting surface
CUT3DCC

3D tool offset for circumferential milling with limiting surfaces with 3D radius compensation:
Contour on the machining surface

CUT3DCCD

3D tool offset for circumferential milling with limiting surfaces with a differential tool on the tool center point path:
Infeed to the limiting surface

BREAKTHROUGH would like to acknowledge SIEMENS for the contribution of the materials
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Distributor

The living story of machine tools in
Switzerland
AXILE successfully introduced in the pinnacle of quality environment
Alexander Fross (Binkert’s Managing Director since 2012) has
been able to re-shape one of the older machine tool dealers in all
European history, with a clear focus on high-efficient marketing
and selling tools, and a professional technical competence.

The history of machine tool distribution
in Switzerland
The company BINKERT was founded in 1954 by Mr. Josef Binkert,
and it is today still owned by Paulette Binkert (his wife) who took
over the management of the company after Mr. Binkert death
in 2009 at age of 92. The company was originally domiciled at
the Bahnhofstrasse in Zurich - today one of the most expensive
shopping miles in the world - , and was later moved to their own
premises in Wallisellen, 10 min from Zurich airport. Since it was
founded the company has always been able to grow and expand,
and as early as 1955 they already took over the distribution of the
historical Colchester Lathe Co. in Switzerland.

A milestone in the history of the BINKERT company was the
takeover of the sole distribution of Mori Seiki machine tools in
1977. BINKERT was Mori Seiki in Switzerland for 39 years and Mori
Seiki was BINKERT, and both companies grew together in one of
the longer distribution relations in European machine tools history.
Equally, the merging of Mori-Seiki and DMG and later control of
DMG sales network in Europe, made BINKERT became obsolete as
dealer of Mori Seiki in Switzerland and their product portfolio had
to be rebuilt from 2016 and they had to reposition themselves in
the Swiss market with new products. Luckily enough, the company
started to re-shape itself with the introduction of new and young
management team that could help adding new technologies and
new suppliers.
Furthermore, the BINKERT company, which had been active in
the machine tool trade for decades, was able to establish a new
business unit for the sale of cutting tools, tool holders as well as
clamping and measuring equipment. The acquisition of a complete
tool division in 2019 gave this new business unit an additional
growth spurt.
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Binkert’s Headquarter in Wallisellen, Switzerland

Gathering internal support from teams of project management, application engineering, and
sales team, Binkert always offers best technical solution for end-users
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Definitions
A domestic five-axis machine tool is used in this research. With
mechanism dynamic analysis and mechatronics simulation,
the dynamic characteristics of the machine are analyzed. A
Simulation Platform of Mechatronics Virtual Machine Tools design
(hereinafter called the 'simulation platform') is built to use both
the finite element method and multi-body dynamics to set up the
multi-body dynamics simulation model for machine tools. In the
simulation platform, mainly observe the dynamic characteristics of
the machine to provide the stress distribution and stress of each
component, and further to predict the life reliability of the feed
axes.

Literature Review
With the technology evolution of multi-axis compound machining
center, it is more difficult to optimize the match of the dynamic
characteristics of multi-axis machine tool structure and the
electrical characteristics of the CNC, and it is more complicated
than the three-axis machining center. Therefore, it is necessary to
apply system engineering technology and use engineering analysis
software to build finite element model analysis of machine tools.
Traditionally, simulations and predictions are performed using
methods such as calculations and scientific models. For machine
tools with complex structures, the dynamic characteristics cannot
be obtained by analytical methods. In addition, the joining methods
between structural elements have a great influence on the
dynamic characteristics of the structure. For problems above, in
addition to finite element method as the main method to analyze
the dynamic characteristics of machine tools, the technology also
combines Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) and Finite Element
Analysis (Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to obtain an equivalent
analytical model equivalent to the actual structure, and further
proceed with simulation tests. For the analysis of machine tool
structure, it is proposed to analyze the structure of the machine
tool with modal experiments [1, 2]. By using percussion test and
finite element modal analysis to get the natural frequency of
the machine structure and the corresponding mode shape, and
verify the consistency between the analysis and the actual test
[3]. This study explores the modal parameter of the lathe spindle,
meanwhile, applies modal test verification with Modal parameter
identification to find the dynamic characteristics of the relevant
structure of the lathe spindle [4].
In order to reduce the R&D Costs, the virtual machine tool
technology can effectively reduce the design time, expense, and
labor costs required. Use the Finite Element Method to build a
feed system that includes a linear guideway and a ballscrew
to simulate the frequency and mode shapes of the frequency

response at static condition. Besides, the technology also use
multi-body dynamics to analyze the virtual model of rigid and
flexible bodies through dynamic damping, and finally add cutting
simulation to discuss the virtual model's dynamic situation
and improve design problems. The German Siemens Controller
company, the German Aachen University and the Canadian UBC
University began the joint development of the so-called virtual
Machine Tool Technology [5, 6] around 2000. Under the digital
environment, it is integrated of CAD, CAE, CNC, Servo-drive, flexible
multi-body dynamic analysis and machine test (CAT) and forms an
integrated simulation platform of virtual machine tool. The German
Siemens has turned this virtual machine software platform into a
commercial product Mechatronics Concept Designer (MCD), which
can provide design solutions with mechatronics concepts, allowing
mechanical, electrical and software / automation experts to work
simultaneously [7,8]. In the development stage of a new machine,
a virtual machine prototype (virtual prototyping) can be built
firstly to be evaluated on the key mechanism (such as the spindle
and feed system), structural dynamics, motor characteristics, etc.
Until all the interface specifications of the mechanism, structure,
and electrical, etc. are evaluated and optimized through dynamic
simulation, the development enters the next production; this
module can greatly reduce the development time of the machine.

Methodology
For domestic five-axis machine tools, the dynamic characteristics
of the structure are discussed by several tools such as the
Experimental Modal Test (EMA) and Finite Element Analysis (FEM).
For complex machine tools, it concerns with more perspectives
like bonding method which influences the dynamic characteristics
of the machine structure. For example, the Finite Element Model
of the machine constructed using ANSYS may show its resonance
frequency chirp of a machine tool, Modal mode, and Interface
Stiffness. By the Frequency Response Function (FRF) generated
by the impact test, someone could obtain the Modal Frequencies,
Modal Shapes and other modalities of the actual structure using
post-processing software to perform model verification and
evaluation, and to carry out structural design changes, providing
design changes and modifications. In addition, we are able
to obtain the rigidity value of each joint surface through the
verification of Experimental Modal test (EMA) and Finite Element
Analysis (FEM), and then this rigidity value is taken into RecurDyn
to construct a dynamic model. Then a Virtual Machine Tool system
is well built.
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1. Experimental modal analysis

2. Finite element analysis

In this study, an impact testing is applied to enter the modal test
of the machine structure. When the machine is stationary, strike
a specific area on the structure with a hammer, and the impact
signal generated by the strike excites Natural Frequency of the
structure. At the same time, measure the vibration responses from
the Three-axis Acceleration Gauge for each measuring point on
the machine tool. The frequency response function of the machine
tool structure is then obtained by the Fourier Transform in the
spectrum analyzer. Finally, through the curve fitting software
ME’Scope, we can get the Natural Frequency and Modal Shapes of
the machine, and see also the Model Verification process (shown
in Figure 1) by measuring the Frequency Response function of the
actual structure. By measuring the frequency response function
of the actual structure, using the curve-fitting software to obtain
the parameters of structural mode, and used as a benchmark for
comparison of modal analysis of finite element analysis, and if it is
incompatible, then further modify the finite element analysis model
or material properties.

ANSYS Finite Element analysis (FEM) is used to carry out Modal
Analysis simulation. The experimental machine constructs fiveaxis structure layout with the base and the column locked with
a bolt as a typical fixed joint. The base and the column are the
key structural components to support beam and spindle head of
the machine tool. Its static rigidity and dynamic characteristics
directly affect the machining accuracy. The dynamics of this joint
surface are important. To analyze the joint surface with scraping
treatment from the microstructure, the raised contact points and
the surrounding points on the joints interact with each other to
form rigid damping unit. Consider the axial and radial rigidity of the
contact, and set up a three-dimensional finite element model for
the joint surface of the bolt, which is used to simulate the rigidity
of the bolt in the three directions of x, y, and z, and is connected
at the actual position of the bolt. In terms of boundary conditions,
the configuration of the foot of a machine tool has a great impact
on the characteristics of the machine. The settings of the interface
of each foot anchor in the Finite Element model are configured to
the axial rigid spring (Z) and the lateral rigid spring (X , Y) instead.
The joint surfaces of the stigma and the base are also replaced by
an axial rigid spring (Z) and a laterally rigid spring (X, Y) at each
locking point of the stigma. Due to a variety of binding surfaces of
the machine, in order to improve the computing efficiency of the
computer, imaginary contact settings are used between the fixed
parts (bonded).
Model verification

Finite Element
Analysis (FEA)

Experimental Modal
Analysis (EMA)

FEA model

Measurement of
FRF

Modal analysis

Finite element model

Model
correction

Curve fitting

Modal parameter

Machine tool

Modal parameter

Yes
No

MAC correction
Yes

Compare interface
/ Footing behavior
Experiment in verifying main
bodies match CAD definition

Mode shape via FEA

Sensitivity analysis
Figure 1 Model verification process
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3. Recurdyn Multi-body Dynamics Analysis

Reference

Applying ANSYS to perform the Modal analysis of the whole
machine and comparing the results with those from the Modal
Knock tests on the machine, we may obtain its combined interface
parameters and Rigidity values of foots, both of which are then
brought to RecurDyn to build a dynamic model of the five-axis
machine . Figure 2 shows dynamic model and construction process
of Recurdyn, where the built-in bushing (Bushing) between the
base and the ground can simulate the foot of the actual machine.
Bushing is a flexible connection form and through this 3-direction
springs, two objects are connected. On the other hand, the ball
and lever modules are built with a customized operating interface
provided by RecurDyn. The bearing is based on the rotational
rigidity of the Bushing joint in the axial direction of the pole. The
rigidity in other directions is based on the bearing specification.
This rigidity setting provides the simulation of the effect of the
bearing. The shafting device is built between the motor rotor
and the shaft and is also replaced by Bushing joints. The rotation
rigidity at the Axis direction of the shaft is tested and referred from
the shafting device manufacturers.
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Boundary conditions and contact
parameters verified by modal shapes and
frequencies
Figure 2 Recurdyn dynamic model building process
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FAQ

To access the machine parameters:
1. In Manual mode, press

. Press MOD key.

2. Enter the code number 95148 to access the Machine Parameter.
Programming mode of operation.

2

3. Press the CONFIG DATA soft key.

3

4. Enter “System>PLC>CfgOemPosition “ for parameters setting.

4

4
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